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Big Bang
“Big Bang (de l'anglés "gran esclatito") ye o 
nombre con que se conoixe a lo esclatito chigant
que, seguntes bells scientificos, creyó lo nuestro 
universo. ” [Wikipedia Arag]
“At some moment all matter in the universe 
was contained in a single point” [Wikipedia]

Georges Lemaître (1894-1966)
Theory, 1927: Solution (Friedmann’s) of Einstein’s Eqs
Annales Société Scientifique Bruxelles 47, 49 (1927), Eddington MNRAS (1930)

Observational evid.: V. Slipher redshifts + E. Hubble distancies 
"hypothèse de l'atome primitif“   Nature 127, 706 (1931)

primeval atom,  cosmic egg



• Expansion according to Hubble’s law
• CMB Radiation 1964 A Penzias R Wilson
• Abundancy of primordial elements

helium-4, helium-3, deuterium, litium-7
• Evolution & distribution of galaxies
• Primordial gas clouds

distant quasars
• Detection of primordial gravitational waves ? 

17 March 2014

Big Bang: Evidences

WS Adams i T Dunham Jr 37-41; G Gamow 48; RA Alpher, RC Herman 49



Alternatives: 

Steady State theory:  James Jeans,1920s, conjectured a steady state cosmology based on a hypothesized continuous 

creation of matter in the universe. The idea was revised in 1948 by Fred Hoyle, Thomas Gold, Hermann Bondi and others. 

Hoyle, on 28 March 1949, on the BBC Third Programme: “Big Bang”. Published in The Listener in 1950. 

Cyclic model (or oscillating universe): A universe that expanded and contracted in a cyclic manner was put forward in a 1791 

poem by Erasmus Darwin. Edgar Allan Poe presented a similar cyclic system in his 1848 essay Eureka: A Prose Poem 

Albert Einstein, 1930s, theorized a universe following an eternal series of oscillations, each beginning with a big bang and 

ending with a big crunch. 

Richard C. Tolman, 1934, showed cyclic model failed because universe would undergo inevitable thermodynamic heat death. 

One new cyclic model is a brane cosmology model of the creation of the universe, derived from the earlier ekpyrotic model. 

It was proposed in 2001 by Paul Steinhardt of Princeton U and Neil Turok of Cambridge U. It evades the entropy problem by 

having a net expansion each cycle, preventing entropy from building up. 

On the very origin 

A mathematical singularity? 

Extrapolation of the expansion of the universe backwards in time using general relativity yields an infinite density and 

temperature at a finite time in the past [Hawking and Ellis, The Large-Scale Structure of Space-Time (Cambridge U.P., 1973)] 

≈ 5.39106(32) × 10−44 s 

 ħ  = 1.054571726(47)×10−34 J s   =  6.58211928(15)×10−16 eV s 
Planck region

?

?
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Zero point energy

QFT vacuum to vacuum transition: 〈0|H|0〉
Spectrum, normal ordering (harm oscill):
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gives ∞ physical meaning?

Regularization + Renormalization ( cut-off, dim, ζ )

Even then: Has the final value real sense ?
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Inflation 

App. 10−36 seconds after the origin, a phase transition caused a cosmic inflation, during which the universe grew very quickly 

The inflationary epoch lasted from 10−36 to 10−35 seconds after the origin to some 10−33 to 10−32 s 

de Sitter space (1917) is the analog in Minkowski space (spacetime) of a sphere in ordinary, Euclidean space. It is the 

maximally symmetric, vacuum solution of Einstein's eqs, corresp. to a positive vacuum energy density and negative pressure 

De Sitter space can be defined as a submanifold of a Minkowski space of one higher dimension. Take Minkowski 

space R1,n with the standard metric: 

De Sitter space is the submanifold described by the hyperboloid of one sheet 

    where  is some positive constant with dimensions of length 

In the early 1970s Zeldovich: flatness and horizon problems of BB cosmology 

In the late 1970s, Sidney Coleman applied the instanton techniques of A. 

Polyakov et al to study the fate of the false vacuum in quantum field theory. 

Like a metastable phase in statistical mechanics—water below the freezing 

temperature or above the boiling point—a quantum field needs to nucleate a 

large enough bubble of the new vacuum (new phase), to make a transition. 

(In QFT, a false vacuum is a metastable sector of space that appears to be a 

perturbative vacuum, but is unstable due to instanton effects that may tunnel 

to a lower energy state. This tunneling can be caused by quantum fluctuations 

or the creation of high-energy particles. This is analogous to metastability for 

first-order phase transitions.) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_transition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_inflation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_growth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Submanifold
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minkowski_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimension
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_tensor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperboloid
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baryonic (Plausibly it is made up of the hypothetical elementary particles postulated in the 1980s, for example axions or the 
lowest mass supersymmetric partner of the known particles.) incompatible with the flat geometry predicted by inflation 
unless the Universe contains an additional unclustered and dominant contribution to its energy density, for example a 
cosmological constant Λ such that Ωm + ΩΛ ≈ 1. Two largescale structure surveys carried out in the late 1980s, the APM 
(automated photographic measuring) photographic survey and the QDOT redshift survey of infrared galaxies, showed that 
the power spectrum of the galaxy distribution, if it traces that of the mass on large scales, can be fitted by a simple CDM 
model only if the matter density is low, Ωm ≈ 0.3. This independent confirmation of the dynamical arguments led many to 
adopt the now standard model of cosmology, ΛCDM. The supernova evidence is consistent with ΩΛ ≈ 0.7, just the value 
required for the flat universe predicted by inflation. [The large-scale structure of the Universe, Volker Springel, Carlos S. 
Frenk & Simon D. M. White, NATURE, 440, 27 April 2006] 

Gravitational waves

,    stress–energy tensor plus quadratic terms involving 

Linear approximation, space is nearly flat 

The pattern of polarization in the cosmic microwave background can 

be broken into two components. One, a curl-free, gradient-only 

component, the E-mode (named in analogy to electrostatic fields), 

was first seen in 2002 by the Degree Angular Scale Interferometer 

(DASI). The second component is divergence-free, curl only, and is 

known as the B-mode (named in analogy to magnetic fields). The 

electric (E) and magnetic (B) modes are distinguished by their 

behavior under a parity transformation n → -n. E modes have (-1)l 

parity and B modes have (-1)l+1. The local distinction between the two 

is that the polarization direction is aligned with the principal axes of the polarization amplitude for E and crossed 450 for B. 
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QUANTUM VACUUM FLUCTUATIONS
OF SPACETIME ITSELF?

BICEP2'S SNAPSHOTS OF THE CMB POLARIZATION

On 17 Mar 2014, John Kovac announced that, by looking 
at the CMB signal, BICEP2 had found the imprint of 
gravitational waves from the Big Bang:
*polarization of the CMB
*curly patterns known as B modes
*generated by gravitational waves during inflation

Sergi R. 
Hildebrandt







We report results from the BICEP2 experiment, a cosmic microwave background (CMB) polarimeter 
specifically designed to search for the signal of inflationary gravitational waves in the B-mode power 
spectrum around t,..., 80. The telescope comprised a 26 cm aperture all-cold refracting optical system 
equipped with a focal plane of 512 antenna coupled transition edge sensor 150 GHz bolometers each with 
temperature sensitivity of ~300 µKCMB JS . BICEP2 observed from the South Po le for three seasons from 
2010 to 2012. A low-foreground region of sky with an effective area of 380 square deg was observed to a 
depth of 87 nK deg in Stokes Q and U. In this paper we describe the observations, data reduction, maps, 
simulations, and results. We find an excess of B-mode power over the base lensed-ACDM expectation in 
the range 30 < t < 150, inconsistent with the null hypothesis ata significance of > 50". Through jackknife 
tests and simulations based on detailed calibration measurements we show that systematic contamination is 
much smaller than the observed excess. Cross correlating against WMAP 23 GHz maps we find that 
Galactic synchrotron makes a negligible contribution to the observed signal. We also examine a number of 
available models of polarized dust emission and find that at their default parameter values they predict 
power "'(5- lO)x smaller than the observed excess signal (with no significant cross-correlation with our 
maps). However, these models are not sufficiently constrained by externa! public data to exclude the 
possibility of dust emission bright enough to explain the entire excess signal. Cross correlating 
BICEP2 against 100 GHz maps from the BICEPl experiment, the excess signal is confirmed with 30" 
significance and its spectral index is found to be consistent with that of the CMB, disfavoring dust at l. 7 O". 

The observed B-mode power spectrum is well fit by a lensed-ACDM + tensor theoretical model with 

__________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______
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http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25558-rumours-swirl-over-credibility-of-big-bang-ripple-find.html#.U3Srwfl_syk 

Rumours swirl over credibility of big bang ripple find 16:34 13 May 2014 by Lisa Grossman

Has the recent discovery of gravitational waves been reduced to dust? Not so fast. 
The news that ripples in space-time, called gravitational waves, had been spotted stunned the physics community earlier this year. This week, rumours began swirling that the 

scientists who reported the find have now admitted to making a mistake. The team missed a key detail in its analysis of galactic dust, the rumours suggest, making it more likely 

that the signal came from a source other than gravitational waves. But the team's response to this claim is unequivocal: "We've done no such thing," says principal 

investigator John Kovac at Harvard University. The validity of the discovery won't be known until another group either supports or opposes their finding, which could happen later 

this year. In March, the BICEP2 collaboration announced that it had seen an imprint on ancient cosmic light that it says was created by gravitational waves. Those waves are 

thought to be products of inflation, a period of rapid growth during the first sliver of a second after the big bang. The finding was hailed as a smoking gun for the theory of inflation – 

and as evidence that theories of a multiverse may be true. 

Misread map 

Almost as soon as the buzz surrounding the discovery died down, doubts began cropping up. BICEP2's signal was based on the alignment – or polarisation – of the first light 

emitted in the universe, a mere 380,000 years after the big bang. But other things could mimic the signal created by this light, such as the ashes of exploding stars or dust in our 

own galaxy. The BICEP2 team strongly ruled out some of these alternative explanations, but there are others it can't rule out yet. The first possible tiebreaker is expected to come 

from the European Space Agency's Planck satellite, which is set to release its own polarisation maps of the entire sky in October. 

On 12 May, however, a rumour emerged on the physics blog Résonaancesthat the BICEP2 team has already admitted defeat. The blogger, particle physicist Adam Falkowski at 

CERN, says he has heard through the scientific grapevine that the BICEP2 collaboration misinterpreted a preliminary Planck map in its analysis. That map, presented at a 

conference, showed many possible sources of polarised light. The team reportedly used the map assuming that it only charted dust. 

"The rumour is that the BICEP team has now admitted to the mistake," wrote Falkowski. 

Kovac says no one has admitted anything. "We tried to do a careful job in the paper of addressing what public information there was, and also being upfront about the 

uncertainties. We are quite comfortable with the approach we have taken." 

Dusty data trails 

Even when Planck does release its complete map, the teams won't be able to compare data side by side. The instruments on the Planck telescope produce noise that interferes 

with the signal, so the scope can't tell exactly how much dust is in any isolated patch of sky, says Shaun Hotchkiss at the University of Helsinki in Finland. The BICEP2 team 

deliberately chose to look at a region that is relatively free of dust. The region had to be left off a preview map released by Planck last week because the small signal from the dust 

was difficult to distinguish from instrument noise, meaning Planck could not get an accurate polarisation pattern there. 

The complete map from Planck will be able to tell how much dust there is in an average patch of sky, rather than specific areas. "A full-sky map from Planck where the dust 

polarisation fraction is quite large would be dangerous for BICEP," says Hotchkiss. 

Confirmation could also come from several other observatories able to spot ancient gravitational waves, such as the South Pole Telescope, the POLARBEAR experiment in Chile 

or the Keck Array – an experiment made up of five BICEP2-style telescopes that is led by the same team. 

"That experiment has been observing this patch of sky for the past two years," says Kovac. "We are working hard at analysing that new data, and we look forward to cross-

correlating those data sets with others, including the South Pole Telescope and Planck maps when they become available. That's where we are putting our focus."

http://www.newscientist.com/search?rbauthors=Lisa+Grossman
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25243-einsteins-ripples-your-guide-to-gravitational-waves.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25235-first-glimpse-of-big-bang-ripples-from-universes-birth.html
http://astronomy.fas.harvard.edu/people/john-m-kovac
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25293-spacetime-ripples-hint-at-physics-beyond-the-big-bang.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25249-multiverse-gets-real-with-glimpse-of-big-bang-ripples.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25420-star-dust-casts-doubt-on-recent-big-bang-wave-result.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.co.uk/2014/05/is-bicep-wrong.html
http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~afalkows/Work/work.html
http://www.mv.helsinki.fi/home/hotchkis/
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25523-swirly-dusty-universe-is-preview-of-big-bang-wave-map.html
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/CMB/keckarray/


June 6, 2014 

What's behind the Big Bang controversy?  
 Meg Urry, director of the Yale Center for Astronomy and Astrophysics 
 

Last week, three theorists -- Alan Guth, Andrei Linde and Alexei 
Starobinsky -- were awarded the prestigious Kavli Prize for astrophysics for 

their work developing the theory of cosmic inflation. Their award may well have been prompted 
by the BICEP2 discovery. 
 
But at the American Astronomical Society conference, David Spergel argued that the BICEP2 
results could be explained by light scattering off dust between the stars in our Milky Way galaxy. 
Spergel cited data from Planck.  
 
This kind of controversy is completely normal in science. It's the way science progresses. Even 
Spergel, called the BICEP2 results "heroic science" -- a very difficult measurement that pushes 
the limits of current technology.  
 
Controversy and debate may be messy but that's how we make progress in science. 
 
An array of increasingly sensitive experiments will make still better measurements.  
 
 
 
 

http://ycaa.yale.edu/


June 18, 2014 
 
Paul Steinhardt, director of Princeton University's Center for Theoretical Science, addressed the 
issue in the prestigious British journal Nature in early June. "Serious flaws in the analysis have 
been revealed that transform the sure detection into no detection," Steinhardt wrote, citing an 
independent analysis of the BICEP2 findings, carried out by David Spergel. 
 
Philipp Mertsch of the Kavli Institute for Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology at Stanford 
University said: If it is polarized dust emission, where is it coming from? 
 
As dust has a different emission spectrum than the CMB, measurements over a wide range of 
frequencies should make it possible to subtract dust emission with greater confidence than is 
now possible. 
 
June 20, 2014 
 
IAN O'NEILL  news.discovery.com       A Premature Announcement? 
 
Now that the BICEP2 discovery has been published, the team has added a cautionary note in 
their summary. 
 
June 27, 2014 
 
SCIENCE p.1478 • VOL 344 ISSUE 619 
COSMOLOGY: Universe inflation or dust emissions? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Steinhardt
http://colleges.findthebest.com/l/2619/Princeton-University
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Spergel
http://www-group.slac.stanford.edu/kipac/
http://news.discovery.com/ian-oneill.htm
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.241101
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.241101


Important about the finding
Prediction about B modes from inflation relies not just on the phenomenon of gravitational 
waves but on the quantization of gravity

Indeed, inflation assumes that everything started out as quantum fluctuations 

*of a scalar field?

*of spacetime itself?

that then got amplified by inflation

B-mode polarization signal is twice as high as that from PLANCK !
* Planck data comes from temperature maps of the CMB, not from a direct polarization measure
* Team thought over the past three years about every possible systematic explanation that could

have falsified the signal
* Done the most extensive systematic analysis that the PIs have ever been involved in by far
* Compared the BICEP2 signal with BICEP1, very different detectors



Could Quantum Gravity ever be detected?
Freeman Dyson at Singapore conference Aug 2013, celebrating his 90th Birthday: 

*physically impossible

*to detect individual graviton, mirrors need be so heavy they would collapse to form a Black Hole

But L. Krauss & F. Wilczeck, Phys. Rev. D89, 047501 (2014):

• gravitational waves stretch spacetime along one direction while contracting it along the other

• would affect how electromagnetic radiation travels through space, causing it to be polarized

• ”…measurement of polarization of CMB due to gravitational waves from Inflation would firmly
establish the quantization of gravity”

• gravitational waves can be traced back to individual gravitons, “…what we finally hope to
detect is the signal from a single graviton amplified by the Universe expansion”

And Alan Guth ”…the expected gravitational waves arise from the quantum 
properties of the gravitational field itself, and are not merely a by-product of the gravitational
field interacting with the quantum fluctuations of other fields”





SOME OTHER OPINIONS:
“Good Morning, Inflation! Hello, Multiverse!”  (Max Tegmark)
Hawking tells Turok: “You owe me!” But Turok's sticking with his cyclic universe
“I believe that if both Planck and the new results agree, then together they 

would give substantial evidence against inflation!” (Neil Turok) 
“There's a significant possibility of some of the polarization signal in E and B 

modes not being cosmological. If genuine, then the spectrum is a bit strange and 
may indicate something added to the normal inflationary recipe” (Peter Coles)

“What is strange is that all the blue dots lie so close to zero. Statistically 
speaking this is extremely unlikely and it may suggest that the noise levels have 
been over-estimated” (Hans Kristian Eriksen)

Reserve judgement until this is confirmed by other experiments: 
STP, POLARBEAR, ABS, ACTPOL, CLASS, EBEX, SPIDER, PIPER, and PLANCK



Wiggly Whipped Inflation 
Dhiraj Kumar Hazra, Arman Shafieloo, George F. Smoot, Alexei A. Starobinsky 

(Submitted on 8 May 2014)    arXiv:1405.2012 

The recent BICEP2 report has two consequences for the inflationary scenario of the early universe: (1) these GW are 
produced at the Universe expansion rate H(t) =a’(t)/a(t) of about 1014 GeV in energy units and (2) the inflationary model has 
to be modified to the extent of adding more parameters beyond the only one required for its simplest realizations. The 
concordance model of the contemporary Universe acquires more parameters, too. 

Killing the Straw Man: Does BICEP Prove Inflation at the GUT Scale? 
James B. Dent (1), Lawrence M. Krauss (2,3), Harsh Mathur (4) ((1) University of Louisiana at Lafayette, (2) Arizona State University, 

(3) Australian National University, (4) Case Western Reserve University) 

(Submitted on 20 Mar 2014 (v1), last revised 9 May 2014 (this version, v2))                    arXiv:1403.5166v2 

The surprisingly large value of r, the ratio of power in tensor to scalar density perturbations in the CMB reported by the 
BICEP2 Collaboration provides strong evidence for Inflation at the GUT scale. While the Inflationary signal remains the best 
motivated source, a large value of r alone would still allow for the possibility that a comparable gravitational wave 
background might result from a self ordering scalar field transition that takes place later at somewhat lower energy. 
However we find that existing limits on the isocurvature contribution to CMB anisotropies definitively rule out this 
possibility, pointing strongly not only to an inflationary origin of the BICEP2 signal, but also to the fact that if the GUT scale 
and Inflationary scales are comparable, either Inflation occurs after the GUT transition, or the GUT transition and the 
Inflationary transition must be one and the same. 

Gauged M-flation After BICEP2 
A. Ashoorioon, M. M. Sheikh-Jabbari 

(Submitted on 7 May 2014)    arXiv:1405.1685 

In view of the recent BICEP2 results which may be attributed to the observation of B-modes polarization of the CMB with 
tensor-to-scalar ratio r=0.2+0.07

−0.05, we revisit M-flation model. Gauged M-flation is a string theory motivated inflation model 
with Matrix valued scalar inflaton fields in the adjoint representation of a U(N) Yang-Mills theory. 

http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Hazra_D/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Shafieloo_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Smoot_G/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Starobinsky_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Dent_J/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Krauss_L/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Mathur_H/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1403.5166v1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Ashoorioon_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Sheikh_Jabbari_M/0/1/0/all/0/1


BICEP2 and the Central Charge of Holographic Inflation 
Finn Larsen, Andrew Strominger 

(Submitted on 7 May 2014) arXiv:1405.1762 

Holographic inflation posits that the inflationary deSitter era of our universe is approximately described by a dual three-
dimensional Euclidean CFT living on the spatial slice at the end of inflation. BICEP2 results determine the central charge of 
this putative CFT to be given by CT=3×108.     String theory on anti-deSitter space (AdS) and near-AdS is known to have a dual 
description in terms of a CFT or near-CFT living on a holographic plate at the boundary of AdS. One hopes this compelling 
holographic relation could apply to the real world. Unfortunately, our universe does not resemble AdS, but may resemble its 
close cousin dS, at late and early times. It is of interest to understand holographic duality for dS. The inflationary era of our 
universe may have a dual description as a 3D near-CFT3 living on a Euclidean holographic plate at the end of inflation. 

The Imaginary Starobinsky Model and Higher Curvature Corrections 
Sergio Ferrara, Alex Kehagias, Antonio Riotto 

(Submitted on 9 May 2014)            arXiv:1405.2353 

We elaborate on the predictions of the imaginary Starobinsky model of inflation coupled to matter, where the inflaton is 
identified with the imaginary part of the inflaton multiplet suggested by the Supergravity embedding of a pure R + R2 gravity. 
We study the impact of higher-order curvature terms and show that, depending on the parameter range, one may find 
either a quadratic model of chaotic inflation or monomial models of chaotic inflation with fractional powers betwe 1 and 2. 

If these scalar perturbations are generated by an inflationary slow-roll single-field, the data put severe restrictions on the 

inflationary parameters. In particular, the Planck results put limits on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r < 0.11 at 95% C.L., 

disfavouring many inflationary models. Still consistent with the Planck data is (R + R2) Starobinsky model which predicts  r ≈ 

12/N2, where N = O(50) is the number of e-folds till the end of inflation. This triggered a renewal interest in Starobinsky 

model susy extensions, but it is disfavoured by BICEP2 data on the large angle CMB B-mode polarization with r=0.2. In the 

susy embedding of the Starobinsky model the inflaton is a part of a chiral mutiplet T, the inflaton multiplet, and it is standard 

to be identify it with the real part (Re T) of the multiplet. But if one identifies the inflaton not with (Re T) but rather with the 

imaginary (ImT), one gets a simple chaotic inflationary model in perfect agreement with the BICEP2 data. 

http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Larsen_F/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Strominger_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Ferrara_S/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Kehagias_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Riotto_A/0/1/0/all/0/1


φ2 or not φ2: Checking the Simplest Universe 
Paolo Creminelli, Diana López Nacir, Marko Simonović, Gabriele Trevisan, Matias Zaldarriaga 

(Submitted on 3 Apr 2014)                         arXiv:1404.1065 

The simplest inflationary model V=1/2m2ϕ2 represents the benchmark for future constraints. For a quadratic potential the 
quantity (ns−1)+r/4+11(ns−1)2/24 vanishes (up to corrections which are cubic in slow-roll) and can be used to parametrize 
small deviations from the minimal scenario. Future constraints on this quantity will be able to distinguish a quadratic 
potential from a PNGB with f≲30Mpl, set limits on the deviation from unity of the speed of  
sound |cs−1|≲3⋅10−2 (corresponding to an energy scale Λ≳2⋅1016GeV), and on the contribution of a second field to 
perturbations (≲6⋅10−2). The limiting factor for these bounds will be the uncertainty on the spectral index. The error on the 
number of e-folds will be ΔN≃0.4, corresponding to an error on the reheating temperature ΔTrh/Trh≃1.2. We comment on 
the relevance of non-Gaussianity after BICEP2 results. 

The recent detection of B-modes in the polarization of the CMB by BICEP2 indicates a high level of primordial tensor modes. 
This requires a large excursion of the inflaton during inflation, delta phi > Mpl, which challenges the naive expectation that 
higher-dimension operators suppressed by powers of Mpl spoil the slow-roll conditions. While, before BICEP2, the crucial 
question for inflation was “large or small r?”, we are now facing a new dichotomy: “phi2 or not phi2?" If data will favor a 
quadratic potential, the simplest explanation will be that inflation occurs at a generic minimum of a potential whose typical 
scale of variation f is much larger than the Planck scale. 

Gravitational quantum effects in the light of BICEP2 results 
Tao Zhu, Anzhong Wang 

(Submitted on 30 Mar 2014 (v1), last revised 2 Apr 2014 (this version, v2))   arXiv:1403.7696 

Recently BICEP2 found that the vanishing of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r is excluded at 7σ level, and its most likely value 
is r=0.2+0.07

−0.05 at 1σ level. This immediately causes a tension with the Planck constraint r<0.11. In addition, it also implies 
that the inflaton (in single field slow-roll inflation) experienced a Planck excursion during inflation Δϕ/MPl≥O(1), whereby the 
effective theory of inflation becomes questionable. In this brief report, we show that the inflationary paradigm is still robust, 
even after the quantum effects are taken into account. Moreover, these effects also help to relax the tension on the 
different values of r given by BICEP2 and Planck. 

http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Creminelli_P/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Nacir_D/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Simonovic_M/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Trevisan_G/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Zaldarriaga_M/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Zhu_T/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Wang_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1403.7696v1


How much can we learn about the physics of inflation? 
Scott Dodelson 

(Submitted on 25 Mar 2014 (v1), last revised 28 Mar 2014 (this version, v2))   arXiv:1403.6310 

The recent BICEP2 measurement of B-modes in the polarization of the cosmic microwave background suggests that inflation 
was driven by a field at an energy scale of 2×1016 GeV. I explore the potential of upcoming CMB polarization experiments to 
further constrain the physics underlying inflation. If the signal is confirmed, then two sets of experiments covering larger 
area will shed light on inflation. Low resolution measurements can pin down the tensor to scalar ratio at the percent level, 
thereby distinguishing models from one another. A high angular resolution experiment will be necessary to measure the tilt 
of the tensor spectrum, testing the consistency relation that relates the tilt to the amplitude. 

1.-The first step is to confirm the BICEP2 result and determine the amplitude of the gravitational wave signal. There are 
several ways to do this. The most comforting would be a detection by the Planck satellite of the first B-mode peak on large 
scales. BICEP2 is not sensitive to this reionization-induced signal, so a detection would complement and confirm with little 
doubt that we have indeed observed primordial gravitational waves. Another test would be a detection with one of the 
other ground-based experiments, especially if the measurement were made in a different part of the sky and at a different 
frequency. 
2.-The second stage will be to measure the tensor to scalar ratio, r, and the spectral index of the scalar perturbations, ns, 
with increasing accuracy. Inflation generally produces a power-law power spectrum for both scalar and tensor perturbations, 
PS(k) = AS (k/k0)n

S
-1 and PT (k) = AT (k/k0)n

T 
3.-The third stage will be to measure the running of the spectral index of the tensor perturbations, nt.  
The scalar perturbation amplitude AS and spectral index ns have been determined to high precision through measurements 
of the microwave background temperature anisotropies. Thus the amplitude of tensor perturbations is generally 
caracterized by the tensor-scalar ratio, r = PT /PS, evaluated at the fiducial wavenumber   k0 = 0.002 Mpc-1.   
[Caligiuri-Kosowsky, arXiv:1403.5324] 

A fair fraction of the sky must be covered with an order of magnitude more sensitivity than BICEP2. 

http://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph/1/au:+Dodelson_S/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1403.6310v1


Sergi R. Hildebrandt (on July 11):
Before preprint was issued
• Had calculated half of signal was dust (using Galaxy dust + magnetic field)
• Told his boss but whole team was delighted with r=.2 because of matching with inflation and GUTs
• They even said to him: “don’t sign if you don’t feel like”
After preprint was issued
• Criticisms started even later than SRH had expected! (dust is such an obvious issue)
• David Spergel put a PostDoc to look after this; concluded it all could be dust!
• Based on this and an own analysis, PLANCK team tried to dimiss BICEP2 result completely:

. BICEP2 had seen nothing, all result dust

. In order to claim PLANCK priority in first polarization finding…
Latest
• SRH convinced the PLANCK team (Paris, Grenoble, Piget) not to publish their analysis: it is wrong

(in fact, not shown in Valencia ICHEP 2014 Conference)
• SRH analysis with PLANCK data (first time) showing dust can account only for half of the signal
• PLANCK team seem to agree on that after revising their own analysis
Present state of the art
• BICEP2(15)+PLANCK(25) 40 people collaboration signed in Paris 11/07/14 (signing pap 450+50) 4+5 PI
• SRH hopes 95 GHZ cannel will definitely prove r ≈ 0.1
• Wait though for KEK and B3 results, mainly





Muitas Grazias

Thank You
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